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PART 1: BECOME YOUR
OWN UNICORN—STAND OUT
IN A CROWDED ECONOMY

T

o do something new, you must become new.
This is true now, more than ever. The rapid speed of
technological change is forcing many of us to rethink our career
paths, update our skills to keep pace with future work, and increase our
digital capacity.
Most of the physical world has already been explored and mapped, but
the digital world remains an open one—with infinite potential and
countless, untapped opportunities. And no matter where you currently are in
your life or career, you have full access to explore the digital world and
make your mark.
As the economy continues to change, it will be a requirement for each
of us to design new strategies to adjust our skills and boost our adaptability
so that we can pivot and adjust quickly when these unexpected changes
occur. And as technologies such as artificial intelligence (AI), machine
learning (ML), and the internet of things (IoT) continue to become more
pervasive in our daily lives, we must go beyond the general understanding
of these terms to translating these technologies into new ideas that solve
relevant problems today and unforeseen problems tomorrow.
For example, AI and ML played a leading role in the fight against
COVID-19. Scientists around the world relied on advances in computing
power and AI to transform and interpret mass volumes of data into
simulations that accelerated our understanding of this highly contagious
virus. Prior to the 2020 pandemic, it took many years for a vaccine to be
delivered to market. In fact, the fastest vaccine to go from development to
application was the mumps vaccine in the 1960s, which took approximately
four years to complete. Because of advances in AI and machine learning,
medical research companies like Pfizer, Moderna, and Johnson & Johnson
were able to deliver vaccinations globally within eight to twelve months.
The 2020 pandemic resulted in severe global social and economic
disruption, causing millions of job losses around the world with more than
42 percent of these jobs never returning.
Your unique innovative spirit is needed now more than ever. Your
ability to think beyond what’s possible is what makes you attractive to
companies. Sharing a new lens on a problem and a fresh perspective

demonstrating how companies can differentiate themselves in the market is
what makes you so attractive to them. To be unique and set apart in the
digital world requires more than just the ability to code or the skills to write
instructions for a computer program or application. For the majority of my
career, I didn’t know how to code; when the GitHub code repository was
invented, it gave me a way to leverage other people’s code to build really
cool software applications that I couldn’t have developed on my own. To
my core, I am a strategist, architect, innovator, and painter of dreams – not a
developer. So, I guess that’s the motivation for this book. I want you to
discover your unique mark in the digital world; one that will allow you to
explore many paths to success in this digital economy. The digital world is
your blank canvas waiting for you to create your own unique masterpiece.
I know that my success in the digital era is attributed to the fact that I’ve
doubled down on cultivating my unique abilities, especially my human
competencies to have an empathetic mindset, high emotional intelligence
(EQ), an ability to effectively communicate, a growth mindset to navigate
change, the gift of being continuously curious—and most importantly,
strategic analysis and analytical thinking abilities that help me to solve
highly complex problems. These are the characteristics that continue to
accelerate my career in digital spaces—not just understanding the
technology. It’s leveraging a critical set of meta-skills that make me more
adaptable when it comes to uncertainties or future disruptions in the
marketplace.
So, it’s not only important to understand the implications of the
technologies related to your career; it’s also how you can invent the next big
thing through your creative mindset. This is demonstrated by the inventors
of AutoX, the first autonomous grocery delivery and mobile store service in
Silicon Valley with self-driving cars. Customers order their items through a
mobile app from an online grocer that works directly with producers,
eliminating the need for stores. Then AutoX uses self-driving vehicles
combined with AI software, sensors, and real-time cameras to deliver the
groceries, while providing customers with the ability to browse their
vehicle-based mobile store upon delivery.
How are these kinds of advances even possible? Well, they are fueled
by:

• an increasing number of smart devices collecting, analyzing, and
sharing data
• the computing and processing capacity of computers reaching
double figures every two years
• the mass variety of devices connecting to the internet each day; and
• our accelerated journey to create and access oceans of data online
globally—more than 200 zettabytes by 2030 to be exact
These digital leaps forward are drastically improving the world for
businesses, increasing productivity for workers, creating better experiences
for consumers, and bringing more creative products to the marketplace.
What does this mean for you?
Although technical skills such as computer programming or coding are
highly valued in the digital economy, innovation and advances in SaaS
(Software-as-as-Service), Low-Code, and No-Code apps are opening new
doors for corporate and entrepreneurial enthusiasts to solve complex
business problems without the need to code, have a computer science
degree, or complete multiple years of deep technical training. The world of
SaaS and low-code/no-code are becoming available to people who
previously would have been challenged to get a foot in the door of large
tech firms or vertical/industry-driven organizations without a software
engineering or computer science degree, or the ability to code.
Think about how YouTube and Vimeo democratized video content
creation for creators who have never filmed for a professional studio or
spent millions of dollars on equipment to create high-definition,
entertaining videos for web audiences. The ability to quickly build mobile
apps, web apps, or chatbots through easy click, drag-and-drop building
blocks means that you can focus more intently on developing your
innovation, creative thinking, and learning skills if coding is not your thing.
In the digital world, barriers to this economy are being lifted, and
companies are making it possible for anyone from any background to have
access to roles that were previously inaccessible without a four-year
technical degree.
Now is the time for you to consider your career pivot and leverage the vast
volumes of research and courses available online. Today’s needs are great

with no shortage of problems to solve—and the digital universe is wide
open.
Where you go, and how far, can largely—if not completely—be driven
by you.
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